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Encode Action Goals at Distinct Levels of Abstraction during
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Natural actions are formed by distinct motor acts, each of which is endowed with its own motor purpose (i.e., grasping), chained together
to attain the final action goal. Previous studies have shown that grasping neurons of parietal area PFG and premotor area F5 can code the
goal of simple actions in which grasping is embedded. While during simple actions the target is usually visible, directly cueing the final
goal, during complex action sequences is often concealed and has to be kept in mind to shape action unfolding. The aim of this study was
to assess the relative contribution of sensory-cued or memory-driven information about the final goal to PFG and F5 grasping neurons
activity. To this purpose, we trained two monkeys to perform complex action sequences, each including two successive grasping acts,
aimed at specific final goals (eating or placing). We recorded 122 PFG and 89 F5 neurons. Forty-seven PFG and 26 F5 neurons displayed
action goal selectivity only during the late phase of the action, when sensory information cueing the action goal became available. Reward
contingency did not affect neuronal selectivity. Notably, 17 PFG neurons reflected the final goal from the early phase of action unfolding,
when only memory-driven information was available. Crucially, when monkeys were prevented from obtaining such information before
action onset, neurons lost their early selectivity. Our findings suggest that external sensory cues and individual’s motor intention
integrate at different level of abstraction within a large anatomo-functional network, encompassing parietal and premotor cortices.

Introduction
Human and nonhuman primates are capable of performing intentional actions to different degrees of complexity (Koechlin
and Jubault, 2006; Botvinick, 2007; Fuster, 2008). Simple natural
actions are formed by a brief sequence of motor acts (such as
reaching, grasping, and bringing to the mouth) chained to each
other to attain the final goal of the whole action (e.g., eating,
drinking). Neurophysiological studies have shown that the discharge of neurons in the ventral premotor (Rizzolatti et al., 1988;
Kakei et al., 2003; Umiltà et al., 2008) and inferior parietal (Gardner et al., 2007; Rozzi et al., 2008) cortices encodes the goal of
single motor acts, the basic building blocks for organizing actions. In addition to coding single acts, grasping neurons in the
inferior parietal area PFG (as defined by Gregoriou et al., 2006)
and, to a less extent, in the ventral premotor area F5 (as defined by
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Matelli et al., 1985), can discharge differently according to the
final goal (i.e., eating or placing) of the action in which the coded
act is embedded (Fogassi et al., 2005; Bonini et al., 2010). This
parietofrontal circuit appears to be crucial for organizing distinct
motor acts into actions (Fuster, 2006; Rizzolatti et al., 2006;
Jubault et al., 2007).
The organization of simple actions often relies on sensory
information associated with the target (Toth and Assad, 2002) in
a given environmental context (Salinas, 2004; Baumann et al.,
2009) for selecting the final goal. For example, the vision of a
steaming cup of tea is a sensory cue that suggests the observer
drink it, whereas viewing the same cup, empty after the teatime,
prompts one to clean it up. In contrast, longer and more complex
action sequences performed in our daily life often do not rely only
on such a sensory-cued selection of the action goal because the
target cueing the final goal may not be available before action
onset. Thus, the agent has to form an internal representation of
the goal and keep it in mind to shape action unfolding. For example, to eat a candy, one needs to open the candy box, grasp the
candy, and eat it. In this case, the first part of the action sequence
(opening the box) is memory-driven because the agent has to
know that the candy is in the box, although it is not visible, and
use this knowledge for action planning.
The present study aims at investigating whether, during complex actions, the discharge of parietal and premotor neurons can
reflect the final action goal only when it is sensory-cued (target
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force the monkey to always adopt the same
type of grip (precision grip). During these operations, preliminary to the forthcoming trial,
there was a transparent screen between the
monkey and the target. The first part of the task
was identical in the two experimental conditions: after screen removal (Fig. 1 A, Gosignal), the monkey reached and grasped the
target item using a precision grip (Fig. 1 A, Target grasping). In the eating condition, the
monkey had to bring the food to the mouth
and eat it; in the placing condition, it had to
place the object (or food) into a container located near the mouth to obtain a reward that
was delivered after a variable and unpredictable time lag (1– 4 s). When placing of the food
was required, a more palatable food reward was
presented for a brief period of time (1–2 s) (Fig.
1 A, Rest) before trial onset, to instruct the
monkey to place the food morsel instead of eating it. After a variable time lag (2–5 s), the
screen was lifted and the monkey was allowed
to perform the action. After correct accomplishment of the task, the monkey either ate the
grasped food (eating condition) or, in placing
Figure 1. Action sequence tasks. A, Simple action. B, Complex action with the transparent screen, which allowed the monkey condition, it was rewarded with either a food
to establish from the beginning which of the two conditions (eating or placing) had to be performed. C, Complex action with the morsel identical to that obtained in the eating
opaque screen, which prevented the monkey from seeing the final target of the ongoing action and thus from establishing which condition (for placing an object) or a more palof the two conditions had to be performed. EC, Eating condition; PC, pacing condition. See Materials and Methods for detailed atable food reward (for placing food).
Complex action. The experimental set-up
description of the two tasks.
and basic procedure were the same as those
used for the simple action, but the container in
visible), or also when it is memory-driven (target hidden). To this
which the target was located was covered with a lid. Thus, to accomplish
purpose, we recorded the discharge of PFG and F5 grasping neuthe task, the monkey had to perform two successive grasping acts. The lid
rons while monkeys performed complex natural action sehad a small handle located in the center of a groove (40 ⫻ 12 ⫻ 10 mm);
quences aimed at distinct final goals (either eating or placing).
this feature forced the monkey to grasp the handle with a precision grip
Each sequence included two grasping acts differing from each
identical to that used for the successful grasping of the target (see Simple
other in terms of availability of sensory-cued or memory-driven
action, above). At the beginning of the task, the monkey held its hand on
a fixed position behind a transparent plastic screen while the experiinformation about the final goal.
menter positioned the target (a piece of food or an object of the same size
and shape of the food) in the container and covered it with the lid (Fig.
Materials and Methods
1 B, Task-cue). The use of the transparent screen allowed the monkey to
The experiments were performed on two female macaque monkeys
see what would be the final target (food or object) of the second grasping
(Macaca nemestrina).
act. As described for the simple action, when the target of the placing
Before recordings, monkeys were habituated to sit in a primate chair
condition was the same food as that used in the eating condition, the
and to interact with the experimenters. Then they were trained to permonkey was presented with a more palatable reward for a brief period of
form the motor tasks described below using the hand contralateral to the
time (1–2 s) (Fig. 1 B, Rest) to instruct it to place the food morsel instead
hemisphere to be recorded. When the training was completed, a head
of eating it. Then, after a variable time lag (2–5 s), the screen was removed
fixation system and a titanium recording chamber were implanted under
(Fig. 1 B, Go-signal). The monkey reached for and grasped (with a pregeneral anesthesia (ketamine hydrocloride, 5 mg/kg, i.m. and medetomicision grip) the handle of the lid and removed it (Fig. 1 B, Target graspdine hydrocloride, 0.1 mg/kg, i.m.), followed by postsurgical pain meding). Then, it grasped (with a precision grip) the food or the object
ications. Surgical procedures were the same as previously described
located inside (Fig. 1 B, far right) and brought the food to the mouth and
(Rozzi et al., 2006; Bonini et al., 2010). All the experimental protocols
ate it (eating condition) or placed the object or food morsel into a conwere approved by the Veterinarian Animal Care and Use Committee of
tainer located near the mouth (placing condition). Note that the two
the University of Parma and complied with the European law on the
conditions are motorically identical until target grasping, and only after
humane care and use of laboratory animals.
this act do they diverge. It is also important to note here that from target
Behavioral tasks and apparatus. Both monkeys were trained to perform
grasping to the end of the action sequence, the complex action is identical
two distinct action sequence tasks of different degree of complexity,
to the corresponding phase of the simple action in each condition (eating
which we will refer to as the complex action and the simple action. Each
or placing conditions). The reward contingency associated with correct
of the two tasks included the same two experimental conditions, namely
task accomplishment was the same as in the simple action.
eating and placing.
The complex action was used for studying all the neurons included in
Simple action. This task (Fig. 1 A) has been previously applied to study
the present dataset and the two experimental conditions (eating and placing
inferior parietal and ventral premotor grasping neurons activity, and the
conditions) were run in a random fashion. Whenever both complex and
details about the experimental set-up and paradigm have been described
simple actions were applied, they were run together in a random fashion.
previously (Fogassi et al., 2005; Bonini et al., 2010). In brief, the monkey
In a further experiment, the monkeys performed a modified version of
held its hand in a fixed position while the experimenter positioned the
the complex action in which the Go-signal was provided by means of an
target item [a piece of food (a 1 ⫻ 1 cm piece of apple, carrot, or potato)
opaque, rather than transparent, screen (Fig. 1C). This prevented the
or an object (of the same size and shape of the food)] in a container (Fig.
monkey from establishing the final goal of the action to be performed
1 A, Task-cue). The target item was located within a rectangular groove
(40 ⫻ 12 mm; depth, 10 mm) carved into the container (height, 5 cm) to
from the beginning. Some neurons were recorded in this version of the
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complex action by running the two experimental conditions in blocks. Note that, compared
with the transparent-screen version of the
complex action, in this version no cue was
available before trial onset (Task-cue period)
to indicate which action had to be performed.
In both the simple and complex actions, if
the monkey detached its hand from the starting
cylinder before the go signal or failed to correctly grasp the lid or the target, the trial was
discarded and not included in the dataset. In
particular, if the monkey ate the food when it was
used as the target in the placing condition, the
trial was discarded and reward was not delivered.
Deleted trials were repeated to collect at least 10 Figure 2. A, Lateral viewofthelefthemisphereofmonkey1.Thegrayshadedregionsindicatethesectorsofinferiorparietalconvexity
trials for each experimental condition.
(areaPFG)andventralpremotorcortex(areaF5)fromwhichneuronalrecordingswerecarriedout.As,Arcuatesulcus;Cs,centralsulcus;IPs,
Recording techniques. Neuronal recordings intraparietal sulcus; Ls, lateral sulcus; Ps, principal sulcus. B, Proportion of NP, LP, and EP neurons in areas PFG and F5.
were performed by means of single glasscoated microelectrodes (impedance, 0.5–1
and the complex actions); (2) epoch 1, starting 250 ms before the hand
M⍀) inserted through the intact dura. The microelectrode was mounted
contacted the handle of the lid and ending 160 ms after; this epoch was
on an electrode holder and connected to a computer-controlled microalso used for the analysis of target-grasping activity in the simple action;
drive. Dedicated software (EPS; Alpha Omega) controlled the engine for
and (3) epoch 2, starting 120 ms before the hand contacted the target
electrode movement. The electrode holder was attached to a stereotaxic
object to 160 ms after (second grasping act in the complex action). Time
arm, mounted on the monkey-head holder. Neuronal activity was amintervals of epoch 1 in both the simple and complex actions have been
plified and monitored on an oscilloscope. Single-neuron action potenchosen with a largely accepted, broad definition of hand-grasping motor
tials were isolated with a dual voltage-time window discriminator (Bak
act, which includes both the hand shaping and actual grasping phases
Electronics) and fed to a personal computer as digital signals to be re(Jeannerod, 1988; Mason et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2009). Note that epochs
corded, stored, and subsequently analyzed.
1 and 2 have been used for analyzing grasping activity with respect to
Clinical testing of the recorded neurons. Once a neuron was isolated, its
baseline and to compare grasping activity between the two conditions
motor, visual, and somatosensory properties were tested (for testing pro(eating and placing), not for comparing the epochs or the tasks. To
cedures, see Fogassi et al., 2005; Rozzi et al., 2008). Neurons showing
compare grasping activity and action goal selectivity across epochs and
strong somatosensory responses were excluded from further testing with
tasks (complex and simple action), we considered grasping epochs of the
the motor tasks. These preliminary tests also allowed identification of
same duration (that of epoch 2) for grasping both the lid and the target.
possible responses related to mouth or arm motor acts. The relationship
Data analyses. The activity of each neuron (10 trials) has been considbetween neuronal responses and hand or mouth grasping was established
ered
in terms of mean firing rate (spikes/s) in different epochs according
by testing each effector independently. Hand grasping was tested with the
to the task (simple or complex action). Single-neuron response in the
arm restrained, so that only hand movements were allowed. Mouth
simple action was statistically assessed by mean of a 2 ⫻ 2 ANOVA for
grasping was tested by restraining the monkey’s arm and placing pieces of
repeated measures (factors, condition and epoch), followed by Newfood directly into the monkey’s mouth. Neurons exclusively active durman–Keuls post hoc tests. The responses of the same neurons recorded in
ing arm-related motor acts (such as reaching or bringing to the mouth)
the complex action were statistically assessed by mean of a 2 ⫻ 3 repeatedor during mouth grasping were not included in this study. Neurons
measures ANOVA (factors, condition and epoch), followed by Newman–
responsive to grasping with both hand and mouth were analyzed sepaKeuls post hoc tests. All analyses were performed using a significance criterion
rately. Only neurons showing a motor response during hand grasping
of p ⬍ 0.05. Only neurons significantly activated during at least one of the
performed with a precision grip were considered for testing with the
grasping acts in one of the two tasks have been included in this study. All
complex action.
neurons showing a significantly different discharge rate between the
Those neurons that fulfilled the requirements for study with the comtwo experimental conditions (eating and placing) during one of the
plex action were also preliminary tested by means of the simple action
grasping epochs were considered as action goal-related (AGR), as
using different types of food, to exclude the possibility that differences in
previously described (Fogassi et al., 2005; Bonini et al., 2010).
terms of reward could explain the possible differential discharge between the
To quantitatively assess the degree of preference expressed by single
experimental conditions. Furthermore, during preliminary test with the
neurons for eating or placing conditions, a preference index (PI) was
simple action, all the neurons included in the final dataset did not show any
calculated as follows: PI ⫽ (Re ⫺ Rp)/(Re⫹ Rp), where Re and Rp are the
response to visual presentation of objects or sustained activity during prepaaverage responses of the neuron in the eating and placing conditions,
ratory period after cue presentation and while waiting for the go signal.
respectively. The PI values range from ⫺1 (complete selectivity for placRecording of behavioral events and definition of grasping epochs.
ing condition) to 1 (complete selectivity for eating), and a value of zero
Contact-detecting electric circuits were used to provide digital signals
corresponds to identical discharges in the eating and placing conditions.
related to the main behavioral events: (1) detachment of the hand from
Population analyses have been performed, taking into account single
the starting point, (2) contact of the hand with the handle of the lid (in
neurons responses expressed in terms of net-normalized mean activity
the complex action only), (3) contact of the hand with the food or object
(Bonini et al., 2010). For each neuron, the mean activity was calculated in
target of the action, and (4) contact of the hand with the border of the
20 ms bins in all the recorded trials of the experimental conditions to be
container in which the object/food had to be placed (in the placing concompared. Then, for each condition, an off-set procedure was applied,
dition of both tasks). These signals were subsequently used to align neuronal
subtracting the mean baseline activity from the value of each bin (net
activity in different trials and to construct the response histograms and the
activity). The highest net activity value among the compared conditions
data files for statistical analysis. All the data were acquired and stored
was used to divide the value of each single bin (net-normalized mean
by means of LabView software, allowing us to record neuronal activity
activity). In this way, each neuron, regardless of its original firing rate,
aligned with the corresponding events of the behavioral paradigm.
was characterized by a mean baseline activity equal to 0 and a peak
Based on digital signals related to the behavioral events described
activity value of 1.
above, we defined three epochs of interest in which neuronal activity was
Histological reconstruction and identification of the recorded regions.
compared: (1) baseline, starting 2 s before the hand detached from the
Approximately 1 week before sacrificing the animals, we performed elecstarting position and lasting 600 ms (this epoch applies to both the simple
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trolytic lesions (10 A cathodic pulses per 10 s) at known coordinates at
the external borders of the recorded regions. Then each animal was anesthetized and perfused as previously described (Rozzi et al., 2006). The
brain was extracted, photographed, and cut (slice thickness, 60 m). For
both monkeys, each second and fifth section of a series of five was stained
using the Nissl method (thionin, 0.1% in 0.1 M acetate buffer, pH 3.7).
The locations of penetrations were then reconstructed on the basis of
electrolytic lesions, stereotaxic coordinates, depths of penetrations, and
functional properties. Subsequently, the cytoarchitectonic features of
ventral premotor and inferior parietal areas were identified based on the
criteria defined by Luppino and coworkers (Matelli et al., 1985; Gregoriou et al., 2006; Belmalih et al., 2009).
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Table 1. Neurons recorded in area PFG for each of the identified categories and
their selectivity
AGR
LP
Grasp 1 ⬎ 2
Grasp 1 ⫽ 2
Grasp 2 ⬎ 1
Total

EP

Eating

Placing

Eating

Placing

NP

Total

4
14
24
42

2
1
2
5

3
4
4
11

1
5
0
6

3
32
23
58

13
56
53
122

Grasp 1, Grasping the handle on the lid; Grasp 2, grasping the target.

Results
We recorded 122 grasping neurons from the inferior parietal area
PFG (Gregoriou et al., 2006) of both hemispheres of the two
monkeys, and 89 grasping neurons from the posterior bank of the
inferior arcuate sulcus and the adjacent convexity (area F5) (Matelli et al., 1985) of the right hemispheres of both monkeys (Fig.
2 A). All neurons were recorded during the performance of the
complex action. In addition, all F5 neurons and 90% of PFG
neurons were recorded also during the simple action.
By comparing grasping neurons activity recorded during the
complex action in the two experimental conditions (eating and
placing), we found two basic neuronal categories (Tables 1, 2): no
preference (NP) neurons, which did not show any difference in
discharge intensity between the eating and placing conditions;
and AGR neurons, which discharged differently during the eating
and placing conditions. Among AGR neurons, we identified two
different classes: neurons of the first class, defined as late preference (LP) neurons, showed their preference only during target
grasping; the second class, defined as early preference (EP) neurons, discharged differently in the two conditions during both
grasping of the lid and grasping of the target.
Figure 2 B shows the different proportion of these neuronal
categories in the two areas. It is evident that AGR neurons were
more frequently found in PFG than in F5 ( 2 ⫽ 9.23, p ⬍ 0.005),
because of the presence of EP neurons, which were almost absent
in area F5 ( 2 ⫽ 8.58, p ⬍ 0.005).
NP neurons encode motor acts regardless of the action goal
Figure 3 shows examples of PFG and F5 NP neurons. Unit 204
(Fig. 3A) exemplifies the most frequent (55.1%) behavior among
NP neurons in PFG. The discharge of the neuron when the monkey grasps the target is similar in both simple and complex actions
and, in the latter, a similar discharge is present during grasping of
the lid regardless of the experimental condition (eating or placing). More than one-third (37.7%) of F5 NP neurons showed this
same behavior. Furthermore, in area F5, some NP neurons of this
subclass (N ⫽ 13) were also active during grasping with the
mouth (Fig. 3B). These grasping-with-hand-and-mouth neurons
are virtually absent in area PFG.
Unit 76 (Fig. 3C) exemplifies the most frequent behavior of
NP neurons in area F5. The neuronal discharge is not different
between eating and placing conditions but, although it is always
present during both grasping acts, it is significantly weaker during
grasping of the lid than during grasping of the target in the complex action. Notably, neuronal activity during grasping of the
target is similar during complex and simple action. The majority
of F5 NP neurons (52.5%) and a consistent proportion of those
recorded in PFG (39.7%) showed this behavior.
A correlation analysis performed on the whole NP neuronal
population of both areas revealed that the discharges during
grasping of the target in the simple and complex actions are sim-

Table 2. Neurons recorded in area F5 for each of the identified categories and their
selectivity
AGR
LP
Grasp 1 ⬎ 2
Grasp 1 ⫽ 2
Grasp 2 ⬎ 1
Total

EP

Eating

Placing

Eating

Placing

NP

Total

4
0
11
15

1
3
7
11

1
0
0
1

0
0
1
1

6
23
32
61

12
26
51
89

Grasp 1, Grasping the handle on the lid; Grasp 2, grasping the target.

ilar (F5: t ⫽ 1.68, not significant; PFG: t ⫽ 0.46, not significant)
and positively correlated (F5: r ⫽ 0.93, p ⬍ 0.001; PFG: r ⫽
0.91, p ⬍ 0.001).
Tables 1 and 2 clearly show that only a small fraction of NP
neurons in both areas (3 of 58 in PFG, 6 of 61 in F5) discharged
stronger during the first compared with the second grasping act.
All these neurons were active, although weakly, during grasping
of the target.
LP neurons encode the action goal during the late stage of
complex actions
Figure 4, A and B, shows examples of the different types of LP
neurons recorded from area PFG and F5 during the complex
action. Units 293 and 18 discharged stronger in the eating than in
the placing condition during grasping of the target, whereas Units
346 and 41 exhibited the opposite selectivity, being more active
during the placing condition. Notably, both these neurons discharged during grasping of the target but not during grasping of
the handle of the lid. Six LP neurons in PFG and two in F5 showed
this behavior. As a whole, more than half of LP neurons of both
areas (55% in PFG, 69% in F5,  2 ⫽ 1.35, not significant) were
more strongly activated during grasping of the target compared
with grasping of the lid. In the remaining LP neurons (Fig. 4 A,
Unit 354; B, Unit 9), the discharge during grasping of the lid was
of similar intensity or even stronger.
Figure 4C shows the time course and intensity of the discharge
of the whole LP neuronal populations recorded from the two
areas. A 2 ⫻ 3 repeated-measures ANOVA (factors, condition
and epoch) followed by Newman–Keuls post hoc tests, evidenced
that neuronal selectivity was present only during target grasping
(p ⬍ 0.001 for both areas), and this act was also associated with a
stronger discharge compared with that observed during grasping
of the lid (p ⬍ 0.001 for both areas). Furthermore, neuronal
selectivity during target grasping, calculated in terms of the absolute value of PIs (see Materials and Methods, above), was higher
in PFG (PI ⫽ 0.36) than in F5 (PI ⫽ 0.23) LP neuronal population (t ⫽ 2.45, p ⬍ 0.05).
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The higher discharge rate and neuronal preference during
grasping of the target shown by LP neurons could depend on task
complexity or the ordinal position of the grasping acts within the
action sequence (Tanji, 2001). If this were the case, we could
expect to observe differences in discharge rate or neuronal preference during grasping depending on whether the coded act was
embedded into simple or complex actions. To explore this issue,
we compared the firing rate and selectivity shown by single LP
neurons in the complex action with that shown by the same neurons in the simple action. The example neuron shown in Figure
5A was recorded from area PFG; it discharged strongly during
target grasping in complex action, showing a clear preference for
the eating compared with the placing condition. A similar firing
rate and the same selectivity for the eating condition were evident
when neuronal discharge was recorded during the simple action.
An example of the response of an F5 LP neuron tested in the
complex and simple actions is shown in Figure 5B. Figure 5C
shows that LP neurons firing rates during grasping of the target in
complex and simple actions are positively correlated (r ⫽ 0.92,
p ⬍ 0.001), even when considered separately for each area (PFG:
r ⫽ 0.89, p ⬍ 0.001; F5: r ⫽ 0.94, p ⬍ 0.001). Furthermore,
neurons’ firing rates are highly similar between the two tasks both
in PFG (simple action, 46.0 ⫾ 25 spikes/s; complex action, 47.2 ⫾
26.5 spikes/s; t ⫽ 0.65, not significant) and F5 (simple action,
62.3 ⫾ 34 spikes/s; complex action, 64.2 ⫾ 33.2 spikes/s; t ⫽ 0.81,
not significant), although it was higher for F5 than for PFG neurons during both simple (t ⫽ 2.27, p ⬍ 0.05) and complex (t ⫽
2.33, p ⬍ 0.05) actions. As far as neuronal preference manifested
in complex and simple actions is concerned, Figure 5D shows that
LP neurons’ PIs calculated during grasping of the target in complex and simple actions are positively and significantly correlated
(r ⫽ 0.86, p ⬍ 0.001), even when considered separately for single
areas (PFG: r ⫽ 0.83, p ⬍ 0.001; F5: r ⫽ 0.90, p ⬍ 0.001). Since
simple and complex actions differ in terms of sequence of acts
before target grasping but are identical afterwards, the similar
preference and firing rate of LP neurons during target grasping in
the two tasks rules out the possibility that their activity is influenced by task complexity or the ordinal position of the grasping
acts within the action.
Another possibility is that the higher discharge rate and neuronal preference during target grasping in both simple and complex actions compared with the grasping of the lid in complex
action depend on the fact that the reward was more immediate in
the eating than in the placing condition, thus producing a different utility value (Glimcher, 2003; Schultz, 2004) for the two actions. To directly assess the possible impact of the reward on the
discharge intensity of the grasping neurons included in the present study, we preliminarily tested with simple action neurons to
be recorded with complex action, manipulating the action rewarding value. More specifically, we studied neurons’ activity in
the same condition (eating or placing) using different rewards to
determine whether the reward used could affect the neuronal
4

Figure 3. Example of NP neurons recorded in eating and placing conditions with simple and
complex actions. A, Example of a NP neuron of area PFG. The discharge does not differ between
the eating and placing conditions, during either the grasping acts in complex action or target
grasping in simple action. The gray shaded regions identify the two grasping epochs (first
grasping of the lid, second grasping of the target). B, Example of an NP hand-and-mouth
grasping neuron of area F5. The dotted area approximates the period of time in which grasping

withthemouthoccurred.Notethatthisresponseispresentonlyintheeatingcondition.C,Exampleof
an NP neuron of area F5. The discharge does not differ between the eating and placing condition, but
it is higher during target grasping in both complex and simple actions compared with grasping of the
lid in complex action. Shaded regions as in A. Rasters and histograms are aligned with the moment
when the monkey’s hand touched the handle of the lid (blue bars) and when the monkey’s hand
touched the target inside the container (green bars). Other colored bars indicate the moment when
monkey’s hand detached from the starting position (red) and when it touched the border of the
container in the placing condition (yellow). Note that in the placing condition, the target object was a
small metallic solid (see Material and Methods).
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Figure 4. A, Activity of three LP neurons recorded in PFG with the complex action. B, Activity of three LP neurons recorded in F5 with the complex action. All conventions as in Figure 3. Note that
in the placing condition, the target object is a small metallic solid (see Material and Methods). C, Temporal profile of the net-normalized mean activity of the whole LP neuronal population of area
PFG and area F5 in their preferred versus not-preferred condition. Neuronal activity is aligned on the first (left shaded region) and second (right shaded region) grasping act, as described for single
neurons activity in Figure 3. Orange and gray shading indicate one SE.

preference. Figure 6 shows examples of neurons tested with different rewards. It is clear that varying the reward did not change
neuronal preference for the eating (Fig. 6 A) or placing (Fig. 6 B)
conditions, thus ruling out the possibility that a different rewarding or utility value of the two actions can account for the observed
differential discharges. Together, these data suggest that the discharge of LP grasping neurons prospectively encodes the goal of
the action in which grasping is embedded.

Although the goal of the action is known to the monkey even
before starting action execution (Fig. 1, Task-cue), LP neurons
appear to reflect this knowledge only during target grasping. In
fact, no preference has been detected for any of the neurons
included in this study during the baseline and premovement
epochs. This suggests that sensory (visual/somatosensory) information related to the target to be grasped, which was available
only after the container had been uncovered, is responsible for
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the observed neuronal preference. This information could determine an enhancement of the discharge in the preferred condition
or a decrease in the not-preferred condition. Interestingly, both
these effects have been evidenced at the single neuron level (Fig. 4,
Unit 354, Unit 9) and cannot be due to the type of target, per se.
In fact, the same modulations (enhancement or decrease) have
been observed in neurons tested in placing condition using the
same food used in eating condition as the target (Fig. 7). Therefore, late preference appears to depend on the action goal to
which the target has been associated.
EP neurons reflect the final action goal since the early stage of
the complex
actions
Twenty-seven percent (N ⫽ 17) of PFG neurons influenced by
the action goal showed their preference not only during target
grasping, but also during grasping of the lid, despite contextual
information cueing the action goal not being available. This type
of neuron was almost absent in area F5 (N ⫽ 2); therefore we will
focus only on EP neurons recorded in area PFG. In contrast to LP
neurons, which most frequently discharge stronger during the
second grasping act, most EP neurons (Table 1) discharged similarly during the two grasping acts or more strongly during the
first one ( 2 ⫽ 3.87, p ⬍ 0.05).
Figure 8 A shows examples of PFG EP neurons. Unit 212 discharged stronger in the eating than in the placing condition during both grasping the handle of the lid and grasping the food.
Unit 237 showed the opposite behavior, being more strongly activated during both grasping acts in the placing condition than
during the corresponding actions in the eating condition. Figure
8 B shows the time course and intensity of the activity of all EP
neurons in their preferred condition (eating or placing). A 2 ⫻ 3
repeated-measures ANOVA (factors, condition and epoch) followed by Newman–Keuls post hoc tests evidenced that neuronal
activity in the preferred condition was higher during both grasping acts compared with that during the not-preferred condition
(p ⬍ 0.001 for both comparisons). Interestingly, none of the recorded neurons showed a preference only during grasping of the
lid. Furthermore, neither EP single neurons nor the whole EP
neuronal population displayed any preference during baseline or
premovement epoch. A correlation analysis revealed that the
preferences expressed by EP neurons on the two grasping acts
are strongly and positively correlated (r ⫽ 0.904, p ⬍ 0.001)
(Fig. 8C).

Figure 5. A, Activity of a PFG LP neuron recorded in eating (top) and placing (bottom)
conditions with both simple and complex actions. Note that for complex action, only the alignment on the second grasping is shown for comparative purposes. B, Activity of a F5 LP neuron
recorded in eating (top) and placing (bottom) conditions with both simple and complex action.
Conventions for both A and B as in Figure 3. Note that in the placing condition, the target object
is a small metallic solid (see Material and Methods). C, Correlation between the average firing
rate of LP neurons during grasping of the target (from 120 ms before to 160 ms after hand–
target contact) in complex and simple action. D, Correlation between LP neurons action goal
preference expressed in terms of PI during grasping of the target in complex and simple action.

Early preference depends on memory-driven information
about the final action goal
To verify whether the early preference depends on an internally
generated representation of the final goal based on previously
acquired information about the target, we tested neurons with
the complex action by using, at the beginning of each trial, an
opaque screen instead of the transparent one (Fig. 1C), preventing the monkey from seeing which target (an object in the placing
condition and a piece of food in the eating condition) had been
placed in the container before the trial onset. Thus, the monkey
could perform the action sequence, but ignored its final goal until
the lid was removed and the target made visible. An example of a
PFG grasping neuron recorded with the opaque screen is shown
in Figure 9A. When tested with the transparent screen, this neuron discharged stronger in the eating compared with the placing
condition during both grasping acts (EP neuron) (Fig. 9A, left).
When the opaque screen was used (Fig. 9A, middle), the neuron
lost its early preference during grasping of the handle of the lid
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Figure 6. Examples of PFG grasping neurons recorded with simple grasp-to-eat and
grasp-to-place actions using different rewards and target objects. A, Activity of a neuron
selective for the eating condition in simple action. When grasping a piece of apple or a candy
(the latter is systematically preferred by the monkey), the neuron firing rate remains constant and higher than that observed during the grasping of a piece of apple to place it, despite
using candy as a reward for correct task accomplishment. B, Activity of a neuron selective for
placing condition in simple action. Note that, even in this case, the neuronal selectivity for the
placing condition remained the same both when grasping a piece of apple to place, obtaining
candy as a reward, and when grasping a metallic cube for placing, despite that no reward was
delivered in this condition. Conventions as in Figure 3.
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goal. All EP neurons tested with opaque screen in blocks (N ⫽ 5)
confirmed this effect.
Ten neurons (five selective for eating and five for placing conditions, recorded from both monkeys) were recorded long
enough to be tested during task execution with both the transparent and opaque screen (randomizing the eating and placing
trials). A 2 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 3 repeated-measures ANOVA (factors, screen,
condition, and epoch), followed by Newman–Keuls post hoc tests,
confirmed the effect described at the single neuron level (Fig. 9B).
Interestingly, a significant interaction between the screen and condition factors (F(1,9) ⫽ 15.9, p ⬍ 0.005) revealed that when contextual information was lacking (Fig. 9B, opaque screen), the activity
associated with the preferred condition was reduced (p ⬍ 0.05),
whereas that associated with the not-preferred one was increased
(p ⬍ 0.05) compared with transparent screen condition.
To verify that when the opaque screen was used the monkey
could not have access to any cue for selecting, at the beginning of
the task, a specific action sequence, we compared movement onset latency in the eating and placing conditions when transparent
and opaque screens were used (Fig. 9C). A 2 ⫻ 2 repeatedmeasures ANOVA (factors, screen and condition) revealed that
the use of the opaque screen determined an increase of
movement-onset latency in both conditions (F(1,53) ⫽ 45.6, p ⬍
0.001) and an interaction between screen and condition (F(1,53) ⫽
8.78, p ⬍ 0.005). More specifically, Newman–Keuls post hoc tests
evidenced that the reaction time was shorter in the eating than in
the placing condition (p ⬍ 0.001), but this difference disappeared
when the opaque screen was applied. Differently from the time
required for action selection, as revealed by the movement onset
latency, the time required for executing the first part of the two
action sequences should not be different across the conditions.
To verify this, we performed a further 2 ⫻ 2 repeated-measures
ANOVA (factors, screen and condition) on reaching time and
grasping-the-lid time. This analysis showed only a significant main
effect of the factor screen (reaching time, F(1,53) ⫽ 28.6, p ⬍ 0.001;
graspint-the-lid tme, F(1,53) ⫽ 7.52, p ⬍ 0.01), evidencing that the
monkey was slower in performing the task when the opaque screen
was used, but behaved similarly in the two conditions.

Discussion

Figure 7. Temporal profile of the net-normalized activity of LP neuronal subpopulations of
area PFG (left) and F5 (right) in their preferred and not-preferred conditions, tested by using an
identical piece of food as a target in both the eating and placing conditions. Neuronal activity is
aligned on the first (left) and second (right) grasping act, as in Figure 4C.

but, once the lid was removed, the target (either food or object)
became visible and the neuron preference for eating was restored
during grasping of the target. This neuron was further tested with
the opaque screen, but in this case the trials were run in blocks
(Fig. 9A, right). Here, in each trial the monkey could predict the
final action goal solely based on its memory of the previously
executed trials. It is clear that neuronal preference is maintained
despite the lack of direct visual information cueing the action

In this study, we demonstrate that action goal-related neurons, as
previously characterized using simple actions (Fogassi et al.,
2005; Bonini et al., 2010), can be further distinguished into two
different categories: LP and EP neurons. LP neurons reflect a
specific action goal only in the late phase of action unfolding,
whereas EP neurons encode the action goal already during the
early phase of the action sequence. We will first briefly discuss the
properties of neurons not influenced by the action goal (NP neurons). Then, we will focus on the relative contribution of sensory
information and the agent’s motor intention to the functional
properties of LP and EP neurons.
No preference neurons: abstract coding of single motor acts
and motor synergies for actions
NP neurons are more frequently found in area F5 than in PFG,
and can be subdivided into two categories.
First, there are neurons discharging similarly during every
grasping act, both in simple and complex actions. Some of them,
only in area F5, also responded during mouth grasping (Rizzolatti et al., 1988), thus coding grasping in an abstract fashion. This
could reduce the computational load for motor control (Prabhu
et al., 2009) and may be particularly important when an individual has to perform a motor act included in his/her motor reper-
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Figure 8. A, Activity of a PFG EP neuron recorded with complex action. Conventions as in Figure 3. Note that in the placing condition, the target object was a small metallic solid (see Material and
Methods). B, Temporal profile of the net-normalized activity of the whole EP neuronal population of area PFG in their preferred versus not-preferred condition. Conventions as in Figure 4 B. C,
Correlation between EP neurons’ PIs, calculated for the first and the second grasping acts of the sequence. Note that positive and negative PI values indicate a preference for eating and placing
condition, respectively.

toire, but using a different movement pattern, for example,
during grasping with a tool (Umiltà et al., 2008).
Second, other NP neurons responded more strongly during
target grasping in both complex and simple actions compared
with grasping of the lid. The preference for target grasp occurred
despite the fact that hand shaping and the actual grasping phases
preceding lid removal were the same (Fig. 3C). The difference in
discharge rate between lid and target grasping could be explained
by a possible link between these neurons and those encoding
subsequent motor acts (i.e., arm flexion for bringing) following
target, but not lid, grasping. This idea is in agreement with the
results of long-train microstimulation studies (Graziano et al.,
2002) and parallels the general organization of somatosensory
receptive fields of ventral premotor cortex (Rizzolatti et al.,
1981a,b) and inferior parietal lobule (Yokochi et al., 2003; Rozzi
et al., 2008). In these areas, sensory–motor associations at the single
neuron level could facilitate the link between successive motor acts
such as grasping/bringing or bringing/biting. This class of NP neurons could thus be important to organize specific motor synergies
that, in turn, can constitute multipurpose building blocks for structuring simple actions, regardless of their final goal.
A few NP neurons are more strongly activated during grasping
of the lid. This could suggest that such neurons encode grasp-toremove, but the presence of a clear response during the successive
grasping of the target and the features of the task, not aimed at
controlling this variable, prevent us from reaching a final conclusion.
Late preference neurons: sensory-cued prospective encoding
of action goal
LP neurons have been found both in PFG and F5, and are characterized by a differential discharge between the experimental
conditions during target, but not lid, grasping.
Motor parameters such as grip type (Raos et al., 2006) or
sensory feedback from the grasped object could not be responsible for the observed preference, since the monkey always used the
same type of grip and, in most cases, grasped the same target
object in both experimental conditions. Furthermore, we

showed that the manipulation of reward or action utility value
(Glimcher, 2003; Schultz, 2004) did not affect neurons selectivity.
Notably, the same firing pattern and selectivity could be obtained by
recording LP neurons during the simple action. Thus, the differential
discharges of LP neurons reflect the final action goal, although exclusively during the grasping act that immediately leads to its
accomplishment.
Action goal preference could derive from facilitatory or inhibitory effects. In fact, taking as a reference the discharge rate of LP
neurons during grasping of the lid, some of them increase (Fig. 4,
Unit 293, Unit 346) whereas others decrease (Fig. 4, Unit 354)
their activity during target grasping in one of the two conditions (the
preferred and not-preferred, respectively). Since these modulations
occur only when the monkey can see the target and interact with it,
the late action goal preference shown by these neurons very likely
depends on the availability of sensory information about the target
(food or object) that has been associated to a specific goal.
LP neurons could contribute to organizing actions by facilitating other neurons coding successive motor acts not only in
terms of the required motor synergies, but based on the action
final goal. Indeed, previous studies demonstrated that grasp-toplace neurons maintain the same action goal selectivity regardless
of whether placing is performed with forearm flexion or abduction (Fogassi et al., 2005).
Notably, PFG LP neurons display a stronger action goal preference than those of F5, confirming previous findings (Bonini et
al., 2010). The parietal cortex thus appears to play a leading role
in organizing the final stages of complex actions.
Early preference neurons reflect the motor intention of the
acting individual
EP neurons have been found almost exclusively in area PFG. They
discharge differently during grasping of the lid and the target in
complex action, and the magnitudes of their preferences during
both grasping acts are similar and positively correlated. These
data suggest that the same sources of afferent information determine this effect. What is this information?
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Figure 9. A, Example of an EP neuron tested in the motor task with both transparent and opaque screens. Right, Neuron discharge with an opaque screen with trials run in-blocks, enabling the
monkey to predict the final action goal based on the memory of previously executed trials. Note that, in this condition, the early selectivity is still present. Conventions as in Figure 3. B, Comparison
between the net-normalized mean activity during the first and the second grasping epochs, recorded from 10 neurons tested in the complex action with both transparent and opaque screens. C,
Comparison between movement onset latency (left), reaching time (center), and grasping time (right) of the two monkeys during the execution of eating and placing conditions of the complex
action run with transparent and opaque screens. Error bars indicate the SE. ns, Not significant. *p ⬍ 0.05.

Since grasping of the lid always occurs in the same environmental context, we can exclude the hypothesis that early action
goal preference derives from sensory information, as proposed
for LP neurons. Instead, our findings strongly suggest that the

modulation of EP neurons is driven by an internally generated
representation of the action goal specifying why the action is
performed, which is the motor intention of the acting individual
(Rizzolatti et al., 2006). Thus, our data support the view that the
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intention does not terminate with movement onset, but is kept in
mind and guides action unfolding until its completion (Pacherie,
2008). Early preference appears, indeed, only during actual performance of motor acts (grasping) and not during movement
selection or motor preparation, as previously reported for neurons in other regions of the posterior parietal cortex (Godschalk
and Lemon, 1989; Cui and Andersen, 2007).
In our study, the monkey’s intention of eating or placing can
be established only when contextual information is available before action onset (i.e., transparent screen trials), or when action
goal can be inferred based on the memory of previously executed
trials (i.e., opaque screen trials run in blocks). When this information is lacking (i.e., randomized opaque screen trials), EP neurons lose their early intentional selectivity. However, the monkey
can still perform the first part of the action relying on the learned
motor sequence (Tanji, 2001) and the remaining sensory information (Murata et al., 2000; Buneo et al., 2002; Rozzi et al., 2008;
Fattori et al., 2010). Interestingly, neurons do not cease firing,
showing a discharge rate that is intermediate between that shown
in their preferred and not-preferred conditions run with the
transparent screen. This suggests that, under uncertainty, EP
neurons are recruited regardless of their action-goal selectivity, in
accordance with the findings previously reported for directional
selectivity of dorsal premotor-reaching neurons (Cisek and
Kalaska, 2005) or grip selectivity of parietal neurons (Baumann et
al., 2009). After the monkey removes the lid, the sight of the target
enables it to establish the goal, which is reflected in the neurons
recovery of their intentional specificity during the successive
grasping act.
Conclusions
The present study suggests that ventral premotor and inferior
parietal neurons can code the goal of intentional actions at different levels of motor abstraction. On one side, LP neurons display a prospective encoding of the action goal, very likely
facilitating subsequent acts. On the other side, EP neurons reflect
the action goal at higher level of abstraction, keeping active the
representation of the individual’s motor intention during action
unfolding.
A number of studies have assigned a major role to the prefrontal cortex in sequential aspects of motor cognition, such as the
acquisition of motor sequences (Koechlin et al., 2002; Averbeck
et al., 2006) and the pursuit of behavioral goals (Charron and
Koechlin, 2010). Furthermore, prefrontal neurons have been described encoding action categories (Shima et al., 2007; Tanji et al.,
2007) and behavioral goals (Saito et al., 2005) at different level of
abstraction, but not the actual movements of a specific effector
(Mushiake et al., 2006). However, recent fMRI studies on humans
suggest that the inferior parietal cortex is also involved in high order
sequential motor cognition (Jubault et al., 2007), very likely based on
its rich anatomical connections with prefrontal regions (Divac et
al., 1977; Petrides and Pandya, 1999; Rozzi et al., 2006).
Altogether, the present and previous data favor the idea that
parieto-premotor circuits work together with the prefrontal cortex
to organize motor acts into action sequences and to keep active internal representations of the individual’s motor intention.
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